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      December Month (Quiz- 2) 

No. of Question -100 

The Federation of Indian Chambers of Commerce and 

Industry (FICCI)  announced …………….[1] as President-

Elect, for the year 2020-21. He will succeed Sangita Reddy, 

President, FICCI, and Joint Managing Director, Apollo 

Hospitals Group.  ……………….[1] is the outgoing president 

of The Walt Disney Company for Asia Pacific and the 

chairman of Star and Disney India. He presently leads 

Disney’s direct-to-consumer business in more than 30 

countries. He has been credited with the creation of 

entertainment shows and bringing sports broadcasting to 

India. He also envisioned the digital transformation of Star 

by creating Hotstar, which has now expanded globally as 

Disney+ Hotstar. He is the first-ever media and 

entertainment executive in India to lead a national 

industry chamber such as FICCI, which is India’s oldest 
industry body. In addition to his leadership at Disney and 

Star, ……………………[1] has played a key role in shaping the 
growth trajectory of the media and entertainment sector 

in India, to benefit industry stakeholders as well as 

consumers. He has been at the forefront of initiatives in 

television broadcasting, such as self-regulation of content 

and digitization of the broadcasting sector. He has earlier 

been the president of the Indian Broadcasting Foundation 

(IBF) and the Chairman of FICCI’s Media and 
Entertainment Committee. A trained journalist, 

……………….[1] has also served as the CEO and editor of 
Star News. He has also been the editor and news director 

at TV Today Group, where he spearheaded the launch of 

Aaj Tak in 2000 and Headlines Today in 2003. He holds an 

MPhil in Economic History from the Jawaharlal Nehru 

University, Delhi. FICCI is a non-governmental trade 

association and advocacy group based in India. 

Established in ………………..[2], on the advice of Mahatma 
Gandhi by GD Birla and Purshottamdas Thakurdas, It is the 

largest, oldest and the apex business organisation in India. 

It is a non-governmental, not-for-profit organisation.  

 

1. Who is elected as the new President of The Federation 

of Indian Chambers of Commerce and Industry (FICCI) and 

will replace with [1] in the above passage ?                                                          

(a) Peter Mukerjee   (b) Uday Shankar                                  

(c) Rajeev Chandrasekhar  (d) Shiv Nadar  

 

2. Who is taken over as the new president of the 

Associated Chambers of Commerce and Industry of 

India(ASSOCHAM), a non-governmental trade association 

and advocacy group based in New Delhi?                                                                                                             

(a) Vineet Agarwal               (b) Niranjan Hiranandani                                      

(c) Naveen Jindal   (d) Rahul Bajaj 

 

3. In which year The Federation of Indian Chambers of 

Commerce and Industry (FICCI) was established and will 

replace with [2] in the above passage ?                                           

(a) 1917      (b) 1925                                 

(c) 1927      (d) 1930 

 

4.  The Competition Commission of India has approved the 

proposed combination which involves Eros International 

Plc, STX Filmworks Inc and Macro Alliance Limited. 

Competition commission of India was formed in which 

year?                                                                  

(a) 2003          (b) 2009                                 

(c) 2006      (d) 2014  

 

5. Which stock exchange was the first stock exchange in 

Asia started in 1875?                 

(a) Shanghai Stock Exchange   

(b) Bombay Stock Exchange                                  

(c) Tokyo Stock Exchange    

(d) National Stock Exchange  

     

6. Niti Aayog selected which company to set up India’s 
first Digital Capability Centre?                          

(a) McKinsey & Company   (b) Bain & company 

(c) Boston Consulting Group  (d) Ernst & Young 

 

According to the 8th Edition of ‘Global Terrorism Index 
(GTI) 2020: Measuring the Impact of Terrorism’ released 
by Institute for Economics & Peace (IEP), India with a 

score of 7.353 is the …………..[1]. Most Affected Country in 
the World due to Terrorism in 2019. ………………………[2], 
Iraq (8.682) & Nigeria (8.314) are top 3 countries which 

are the most affected by Terrorism. GTI is a   analysis of 

impact of terrorism for 163 countries covering 99.7% of 

the World’s Population. Qatar (0.014) took the 133rd Rank 
followed by Uzbekistan (0.010) in the 134th Rank and 

around 29 Countries (score of 0.000) took the 135th Rank 

which means they are Least Affected Countries or Face No 

Impact due to Terrorism.  Of Greater Middle-East 

continues to be the focal point of terrorism while South 

Asia suffered most fatalities as per the study that analyses 

the impact of terrorism across 163 countries amounting to 

over 99 percent of the Global population. 

The Department for Promotion of Industry and Internal 

Trade( DPIIT)’s in its Foreign Direct Investment(FDI) data, 

has listed out the top investing countries FDI(Foreign 

Direct Investment) equity inflows in India during April-

September 2020. ………………[3] has invested Rs 62,084 
crore(USD 8.30 billion) into India, which makes it the 

biggest source of FDI into India. United States becomes 

the second biggest source of FDI into India by investing Rs 

53,266 crore(USD 7.12 billion) . United States overtakes 

Mauritius which was in the 2nd rank during the 1st half of 

the  current financial year. DPIIT is a central government 

department under the Ministry of Commerce and 

Industry.  The total FDI  equity inflow to India in fiscal year 

2020 was roughly 50 billion U.S dollars. FDI inflows play a 

significant role in contributing towards the development 
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of the Indian economy. Higher FDI inflows are directly 

correlated with higher employment in the country. This 

improves productivity including the quality of processes 

and supply chain. 

 

7. What is the rank of India According to the 8th Edition of 

‘Global Terrorism Index (GTI) 2020 and will replace with 

[1] in the above passage?                                                                     

(a) 4th       (b) 6th                                                        

(c) 8th       (d) 10th  

 

8. What is the rank of Indian passport in the recently 

released “Henley Passport Index 2020” in which first rank 
in the index is bagged by Japan?                                                                      

(a) 58th      (b) 84th                                                           

(c) 36th      (d) 74th  

 

9. Which country is Most Affected Country in the World 

due to Terrorism in the 8th Edition of ‘Global Terrorism 
Index (GTI) 2020 and will replace with [2] in the above 

passage?                 

(a) Afghanistan    (b) Pakistan                                        

(c) Syria     (d) Kenya 

 

10. The Foreign direct investment includes?                                                                                             

(a) Intellectual property  (b) Human Resource                               

(c) Tangible Goods   (d) Intangible Goods   

 

11. Which country has the highest Foreign Direct 

Investment (FDI) inflows in India during April-September 

2020 and will replace with [3] in the above passage? 

(a) European Union   (b) U.S.A                                                                   

(c) Singapore       (d) China 

 

12. Which of the following is not a method to calculate the 

Gross Domestic Product(GDP)?                

(a) Product Method    

(b) Income Law                                          

(c) Expenditure Method   

(d) Diminishing Cost Method   

     

The Cambridge Dictionary has named …………………[1] as 
the Word of the Year 2020 based on its data which 

showed that the word ……………..[1] is one of the most 
searched words on the Cambridge Dictionary in 2020. The 

word ……………….[1] ranks among the top five words for 
both search spikes and overall views more than 183000 

views by early November. The largest search spike was 

observed from 18th to 24th March 2020, during which 

many countries across the globe went into lockdown due 

to COVID-19 pandemic. The Cambridge editors have 

added a new sense of ……………..[1] to the Cambridge 
dictionary “a general period of time in which people are 
not allowed to leave their homes or travel freely, so that 

they do not catch or spread a disease”. Researchers found 
that this word is also used synonymously with lockdown 

to refer to a situation in which people avoid exposure to 

disease by staying at home. Runners-up for Word of the 

year 2020 are, ……………[2] and …………….[3]. Cambridge’s 

word of the year 2019 was “Upcycling”. Collins Dictionary 
named …………….[2] as the Word of the year 2020. On Nov 
24 2020, For the first time, The Oxford Dictionary has 

decided not to select a single word for “word of the year” 
for 2020 stating that many words for “unprecedented” the 
year 2020. 

Merriam-Webster and Dictionary.com two of the most 

popular dictionary companies for the first time have 

chosen a common word ………………[3] as Word of the Year 
2020. Once the World Health Organisation (WHO) 

announced COVID-19 as pandemic in early March, 2020 

the word continuously peaked in the most searched list. 

The announcement was made right after the Oxford 

Languages issued a 16-page report explaining the urgency 

to the role of Lexicographer. ………………………[3] is a word 
having roots in Latin and Greek, where “pan” denotes “for 
all” and “demos” indicating “people or population” 
sometimes roots to “democracy”. Broadly the word 
…………………..[3] denotes “universal” and more specifically 
to disease in a medical text in the 1600s. Word of the Year 

is the most important word or expression popular in the 

public sphere in a specific year. Merriam-Webster started 

announcing word of the year in 2008 and in 2019 the 

pronoun “they” is selected as word of the year. 
 

13. Which word is one of the most searched words on the 

Cambridge Dictionary in 2020 and will replace with [1] in 

the above passage?                                                                                 

(a) Lockdown    (b) Quarantine                                   

(c) COVID-19    (d) Pandemic 

 

14. Which country has topped the list of sending the 

greatest number of educated migrants to “Organisation 
for Economic Co-operation” (OCED) countries?                                 

(a) India       (b) China                                          

(c) Russia     (d) United States 

 

 

15. Collins Dictionary named which word as the Word of 

the year 2020 and will replace with [2] in the above 

passage?                                                                                                    

(a) Coronavirus    (b) Vaccine                                 

(c) Lockdown        (d) Quarantine  

 

16. What is the name of  corona Vaccine which 

manufactured by Serum Institute of India, the world’s 
largest vaccine manufacture?                                                                          

(a) Covaxin    (b) Covishield                                 

(c) Sputnik V    (d) Pfizer-BioNTech 

 

17. Merriam-Webster and Dictionary.com two of the most 

popular Dictionary named which word as the Word of the 

year 2020 and will replace with [3] in the above passage?                      

(a) Pandemic    (b) Quarantine                                          

(c) Isolation    (d) Negative 

 

18. In a study, which cells are found in COVID-19 patients 

‘bode well’ for long term immunity?  
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(a)  P-cell     (b) D-Cell                                              

(c) T-Cell     (d) Endothelial cells  

  

The Australian Cricket Team won the 3-match Dettol ODI 

series 2020 against India by 2-1. The ODI series is part of 

India’s Tour of Australia, 2020-21 consisting of 3 ODIs, 3 

Twenty20 Internationals (T20I), 4 Test Matches to be 

played from November 2020 – January 2021. Australian 

Batsman ……………..[1] was chosen as the Player of the 
Series for scoring 216 runs in the series which included 2 

Centuries. During the series Virat Kohli became the Fastest 

Batsman to reach 12, 000 runs in ODIs (242 innings) & 

22,000 International runs (462 International innings). The 

ODI Series is the first for India in the 2020-22 ICC 

(International Cricket Council) Cricket World Cup Super 

League. The top 7 teams on the points table of ICC super 

league will qualify directly for the 2023 ODI World Cup set 

to be held in India. 

The Indian Cricket Team won the 3-match Dettol 

Twenty20 International (T20I) series 2020 against 

Australia by 2-1. The T20I series is part of India’s Tour of 
Australia, 2020-21 which consists of 3 One Day 

Internationals (ODIs), 3 T20Is & 4 Test matches taking 

place from November 2020 – January 2021. Indian All-

rounder ……………….[2] was chosen as the Player of the 
Series. Indian Spin Bowler ………………[3] became the 1st 
Concussion substitute to be awarded in an International 

Cricket Match, he also became India’s Joint-highest 

wicket-taker in T20Is along with Jasprit Bumrah. Indian 

Captain Virat Kohli equalled Rohit Sharma’s record of 
Most Fifty Plus scores in T20I. Virat Kohli became the First 

Indian Captain to win a T20I series in SENA (South Africa, 

England, New Zealand, Australia) Countries. Shikhar 

Dhawan became India’s 3rd Highest run-getter in T20I. 

England Opening Batsman Dawid Malan became the first-

ever player to cross 900-point for batsmen in ICC 

(International Cricket Council) T20I Player Rankings. This is 

the Highest-ever rating points in T20I history.  

 

19. Which cricketer was chosen as the Player of the Series 

in the India-Australia ODI series for scoring 216 runs in the 

series which included 2 Centuries and will replace with [1] 

in the above passage?                                                                                                                                        

(a) Aaron Finch     (b) Virat Kohli                                              

(c) Tim Paine     (d) Steve Smith      

 

20. Who was the first ODI captain of Indian Cricket team? 

(a) Ajit Wadekar    (b) Kapil Dev                                         

(c) CK Nayadu     (d) Vijay Hazare 

 

21. Which cricketer was chosen as the Player of the Series 

in the India-Australia Dettol Twenty20 International (T20I) 

series 2020 and will replace with [2] in the above passage?                            

(a) Ravindra Jadeja    (b) Virat Kohli                                                

(c) K.L Rahul     (d) Hardik Pandya     

    

22. India played their First T20 International match against 

which country?                                                 

(a) Australia     (b) South Africa                       

(c) Pakistan     (d) Sri Lanka 

 

23. Who became the 1st Concussion substitute to be 

awarded with a man of the match in an International 

Cricket Match and will replace with [3] in the above 

passage?                                 

(a) R.Ashwin     (b) Yuzvendra Chahal        

(c) Navdeep Saini    (d) Deepak Chahar  

 

24. Which cricketer had scored highest individual score in 

Test cricket?                                     

(a) Virendra Sehwaq    (b) Matthew Hayden 

(c)  Brian Lara     (d) Sachin Tendulkar   

 

The Ministry of Home Affairs (MHA) released the annual 

list of India’s Top 10 Police Stations for 2020 during the 
virtual 55th annual DGPs (Director Generals of Police) and 

IGPs (Inspector Generals of Police) conference 2020 which 

was attended by the Prime Minister (PM) Narendra Modi, 

Union Minister Amit Anilchandra Shah, MHA among 

others. 

The list was topped by ……………….[1] Nongpok Sekmai 
police station in Thoubal district as the best performing 

police station in India. It was followed by AWPS-

Suramangalam in Tamil Nadu’s Salem city and Kharsang in 

Arunachal Pradesh’s Changlang district. 
The top 10 police stations were ranked out of 16,671 

Police Stations in the country through data analysis, direct 

observation and public feedback. This is in accordance 

with the directions of the Prime Minister for grading 

police stations and assessing their performance based on 

feedback. It was difficult to access police stations located 

in remote areas during the corona pandemic due to 

various restrictions on movement. Consequently, the 

survey was conducted in accordance with the guidelines 

of the government. The ranking process commenced with 

shortlisting of the best performing Police Stations, in each 

State on the basis of addressing:- Property Offence, Crime 

against women, Crime against weaker sections, Missing 

persons, unidentified found etc. 75 Police Stations were 

selected for next stage of the ranking process. In the final 

stage, 19 parameters were identified to evaluate the 

standards of service delivery and identify techniques of 

improvement in policing. This part constituted 80 % of 

weightage in overall scoring. The balance 20% was based 

on infrastructure of the police station and approachability 

of personnel and feedback of the citizens.  

 

25. Which state Police Station Nongpok Sekmai  in 

Thoubal district adjusted as the best performing police 

station in India and will replace with [1] in the above 

passage?                                

(a) Arunachal Pradesh   (b) Meghalaya                                

(c) Manipur     (d) Assam 

 

26. Which Governor-General modernises the old Indian 

system of thanas (circles) in a district under a daroga (an 

indian) and a superintendent of police (S.P) at the head of 
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a district?                                                                                      

(a) Lord Dalhousie     (b) Lord Mayo                                

(c)  Warren Hasting    (d) Lord Cornwallis     

   

27. What was the name given to the operation conducted 

by National Security Guard in 2008 against terrorist attack 

in Taj hotel, Mumbai?                                                        

(a) Operation Black Tornado      

(b) Operation Black Thunder                                       

(c) Operation Safed Sagar             

(d) Operation Vijay 

 

28. In which year Delhi Special Police Establishment Act 

has been enacted for the constitution of a special police 

force In Delhi?                                                            

(a) 1919      (b) 1946         

(c) 1950           (d) 1964 

 

29. What is the Highest rank in Each state police force 

which is headed by an IPS officer?                                                                                                                   

(a) Commissioner of Police   

(b) Inspector General Of Police                  

(c) Director General of Police      

(d) National Security Adviser  

 

30. There are seven forces which come under Ministry of 

Home Affairs considered as Central Armed police Forces. 

Which is the oldest C.A.P.F in India?                          

(a) Border Security Forces (B.S.F)   

(b) Central Reserve Police Force                             

(c) Indian Tibetan Police Forces   

(d) Assam Rifles 

      

The Vice President of India M Venkaiah Naidu released 

the book titled “40 Years with Abdul Kalam- Untold 

Stories”, a book on the life of the former President of 
India Dr. APJ Abdul Kalam. The book was authored by 

……………….[1].  The book is published by Pentagon Press 

LLp and the foreword was written by Pranab Mukherjee, 

former president of India. ISRO Professor Dr YS Rajan, MD 

and CEO of Pentagon Press Rajan Aryaa along with other 

dignitaries participated in the virtual event. The book 

provided a first-hand account of the life of Dr. APJ Abdul 

Kalam, who was described as the epitome of simplicity, 

honesty and wisdom. Dr. Kalam strengthened the Defence 

sector of India and contributed to the development of 

India’s space capabilities. The book discusses his life 
events including the events at ISRO, DRDO and BrahMos 

and his interaction with the power corridors. ……………..[1] 
started his career in Systems engineering and systems 

management of launch vehicles at ISRO in 1969. He served 

as the Honorary Distinguished Professor at ISRO and 

served as the Distinguished Scientist and Chief controller 

of Research and Development department of DRDO. He 

was the Founder CEO and MD of BrahMos Aerospace, an 

Indo-Russian joint venture for the development of 

supersonic cruise Missiles. ………………….[1] has assisted Dr. 
Vikram Sarabhai during the evolution of the ten-year 

space profiles and worked with Dr. APJ Abdul Kalam in 

Satellite Launch Vehicle-3 (SLV-3) and Polar Satellite 

Launch Vehicle (PSLV) configuration design and with Prof. 

Satish Dhawan in the study of future ISRO launch vehicles 

and missions………………………..[1] received various honours 
including the Padma Shri in 2002 & Padma Bhushan in 

2013 for science and engineering. He also received the 

“Order Of Friendship”, the highest Russian Award for the 

foreign citizens of highest order from the Government of 

Russian Federation. 

 

31. Who is the author of the book titled “40 Years with 
Abdul Kalam- Untold Stories”, and will replace with [1] in 
the above passage ?                                                                                 

(a) Sivathanu Pillai    (b) K. Sivan                        

(c) Dr. Shekahar Basu   (d) Vijay Shaswat 

 

32. Who is the author of the book titled “pioneer of 
Humanity: Maharishi Arvind”?                                          
(a) Aravind Adiga    (b) Shashi Tharoor  

(c) Ramesh Pokhriyal   (d) Rajiv Kumar 

 

33. Who is the author of the book titled “Oh, Mizoram”, 
which is a collection of poems?                                

(a) P S Sreedharan Pillai    

(b)  E. Sreedharan   

(c) B. D Sharma      

(d) Prof Jagdish Mukhi 

 

34. Who authored the new book titled “The Light of Asia: 
The poem that Defined the Buddha”?                     

(a) Shashi Tharoor    (b) Jairam Ramesh  

(c) Biswa Bhusan Harichandan  (d) Acharya Dev Vrat 

 

35. Who is authored the new book titled “ Covid-19: 

Sabhyata Ka Sankat Aur Samadhan” to discusses the 
impacts of COVID-19 pandemic on the common way of life 

and suggests the solution to the ongoing pandemic?  

(a) Harivansh Narayan Singh   

(b) Dipak Mishra   

(c) Amitabh Kant     

(d) Kailash Satyayarthi      

 

36.  Who has written the autobiography titled “ In Pursuit 
of justice : An Autobiography”?                 
(a) Justice P.C Ghose     

(b) Justice Rajindar Sachar                         

(c) Justice Kuldip Singh    

(d) Justice Dipak Mishra 

 

Indian Navy Day is annually celebrated on ……………….[1] 
to celebrate the achievements of Indian Navy and 

commemorate the launch of Operation Trident during the 

1971 Indo-Pak war. On this day, the Indian Navy’s attack 
on Karachi Harbour during the India-Pakistan war in 1971.  

The Navy day 2020 marks the commencement of the 50th 

Anniversary of the victory in the 1971 war – “Swarnim 
Vijay Varsh”. The theme of Indian Navy Day 2020 is 
“Indian Navy Combat Ready, Credible & Cohesive”. The 
2020 events include, 360-degree Virtual Reality Tour of 
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INS Vikramaditya which enables the users to explore the 

flight deck and other unclassified areas. “Covid-19 and 

Chinese attempts to change status quo along northern 

borders have posed new challenges. The Navy is ready to 

face both these challenges”.  Navy Chief Admiral Karambir 
Singh stated that the Indian Navy is set to procure key 

assets which includes 6 submarines during the press 

conference at the eve of Navy Day 2020. 

United Nations(UN)’s Human Rights Day is annually 
observed across the world on …………………[2] the day 
marks the anniversary of the adoption of the Universal 

Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR) by the United 

Nations General Assembly(UNGA) in 1948. The theme of 

2020 Human rights day is …………………..[3] , which is 
associated with the COVID-19 pandemic. The UN’s call to 
Action “………………….[3]”aims to engage the general 
public, its partners and other UN bodies to enhance the 

transformative actions and showcase the practical and 

inspirational examples that contribute to recovering 

better and fostering more resilient and just societies. The 

day is normally marked both by high-level political 

conferences and meetings and by cultural events and 

exhibitions dealing with human rights issues. Besides that 

the five-yearly United Nations Prize in the Field of Human 

Rights and Nobel Peace Prize are awarded.  

 

37. On which day Indian Navy Day is annually celebrated 

to glorify the achievements of Indian Navy and will 

replace with [1]  in the above passage?                                                                                    

(a) 02th Dec     (b) 04th Dec                                                         

(c) 06th Dec     (d) 08th Dec 

 

38. The S-400 air defence missile systems will be delivered 

to India by which country?                                                       

(a) Israel      (b) U.S.A                           

(c) Russia                (d) Finland 

  

39. Which of the following is India’s first indigenously 
developed nuclear powered submarine?                                                                                                            

(a) INS Sindhurakshak   (b) INS Arihant         

(c) INS Vikrant     (d) INS Viraat  

 

40. On which day United Nations(UN)’s Human Rights Day 
is annually observed across the world and will replace 

with [2] in the above passage?                                               

(a) 10th Dec     (b) 12th Dec                                            

(c) 14th Dec     (d) 16th Dec  

 

41. Which one of the following categories of Fundamental 

Rights incorporates “Abolition of Untouchability”?                                                                                                        

(a) Right to Religion     

(b) Right to Equality   

(c) Right to freedom   

(d) Right against Exploitation 

 

42. What was the theme of United Nation (Human Rights 

Day) 2020 and will replace with [3] in the above passage? 

(a) “Recover Better-Stand Up for Human Rights”                                                                          

(b) “Youth Standing Up for Human Rights”                                                                                                           

(c) “Let’s stand Up for Equality, justice and human dignity” 
(d) “#Standup4humanrights” 

 

Pole Vaulter………………[1] of Sweden was named as the 

male World Athletes of the Year(2020) and Triple Jumper 

……………………[2] of Venezuela as the female World 
Athletes of the Year(2020) at the World Athletics Awards 

2020. The award is annually given by World Athletics, the 

international governing body for the sport of athletics. 

……………….[1] who is 21 years old is the youngest athlete 
ever to be named as the World Athlete of the Year. He is  

also the first Swedish man or woman to win the award. He 

got this ward after twice breaking the absolute world 

record (6.17m and 6.18m) in February before producing 

the highest outdoor vault in history (6.15m) in September. 

……………….[2] who broke the world indoor triple jump 
record with a leap of 15.43 m, finished the shortened 2020 

season undefeated in four triple jump competitions 

indoors and outdoors. It is formerly known as the 

International Amateur Athletic Federation and 

International Association of Athletics Federations, both 

abbreviated as the IAAF. 

   Federation of Indian Commerce and Industry (FICCI) 

virtually presented India Sports Awards-2020, to sports 

personalities for their outstanding contributions in the 

field of sports. In the Event, Wrestler….………..[3] and 
Shooter ……………….[4] received the highest honour 
“Sportsperson of the Year of Male & Female” Award 

respectively. Madhya Pradesh received the Best state 

promoting Sports Award. …………………….[5] received the 
Best company Promiting Sports(Private sector) award on 

behalf of his enterprise-Tenvic sports. Radhakrishnan nair 

of athletics received the coach of the year award. 

Wrestling Federation of India and Paralympic Committee 

of India were jointly named as the Best national Sports 

Federation. Sundar Singh Gurjar and Simran Sharma were 

jointly awarded the Best para-athlete award. 

……………….[3] represents India in freestyle wrestling in 65 

kg category. He won multiple awards representing India, 

with 3 medals in World Wrestling Championship. 

………………….[4] represent India in the sport of Shooting, 
she won gold medal in 2018 ISSF Junior World Cup, She 

won silver medal at World University Games in 2019. She 

won Gold Medal at World Cup Suhl in 2019 in 2019 & she 

will represent India in Tokyo Olympics 2021.  

 

43. Which Pole Vaulter was named as the Male World 

Athletes of the Year (2020) and will replace with [1] in the 

above passage?                                                                                 

(a) Joshna Cheptegei    (b) Karsten Warholm 

(c) Ryan crouser    (d) Mondo Duplantis    

   

44. Which sportsperson has won the maximum number of 

Olympic medals of all the time, with a total of 22 medals? 

(a) Usain Bolt     (b) Michael Phelps                       

(c) Marit Bjorgen    (d) Larisa Latynina 

 

45. Which Triple Jumper was named as the Female World 

Athletes of the Year (2020) and will replace with [2] in the 
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above pas sage?                                                                                                 

(a) Yulimar Rojas    (b) Letesenbet Gidey  

(c) Peres jepchirchir    (d) Sifan Hassan 

 

46. Who among the following cricketer won the Purple 

Cap (for taking maximum wickets) in the Indian Premier 

League (IPL) 2020?                                                           

(a) Kagiso Rabada     

(b) Ravichandran Ashwin            

(c) Jasprit Bumrah     

(d) Mohammed Shami 

   

47. Which Indian Wrestler was named as the Male 

Sportsperson of the Year (2020) and will replace with [3] 

in the above passage?                                                                                    

(a) Bajrang Punia    (b) Sushil Kumar  

(c) Yogeshwar Dutt    (d) Akhil Kumar 

 

48. Which Indian Shooter was named as the Female 

Sportsperson of the year (2020) and will replace with [4] 

in the above passage?                                                                                                 

(a) Manu Bhaskar    (b) Elavenil Valarivan          

(c) Tejaswini Sawant    (d) Shreyasi Singh 

 

49. Which is the second-largest multi-sport event after 

Olympic Games?                                                       

(a) Commonwealth Games  (b) Asian Games (c) 

European Games    (d) FIFA Events 

 

50. Who received the Best company Promiting 

Sports(Private sector) award on behalf of his enterprise-

Tenvic sports and will replace with [5] in the above 

passage?                                                        

(a) Nita Ambani    (b) M.C Mary Kom                                                    

(c) Anil Kumble     (d) Abhinav Bindra 

 

In accordance with the annual report and ranking of best 

cities around the world titled “2021 World’s Best Cities” 
by Resonance Consultancy Ltd, ……………………..[1],  is at 
top spot for the 6th consecutive year. It was followed by 

New York, United States (US) and Paris (France) at 2nd 

and 3rd rank respectively.  Notably only one Indian city, 

…………………[2], is listed in the ranking at 62 which was 

ranked 81st in previous year ranking. The report has 

ranked 100 cities around the world with a population of 

more than 10 lakh. The ranking was based on the 25 

ranking factors grouped into six core categories. The 

factors include the number of social media hashtags and 

check-ins, weather, diversity, and the number of tourist 

attractions and parks. Notably, for the first time, the cities 

were also ranked on new criteria such as unemployment, 

the rate of COVID-19 infections (as of July) and income 

disparity. India has been ranked 129 out of 158 countries 

in the Third Edition of Commitment to Reducing Inequality 

(CRI) Index or CRI Index 2020 released by Oxfam and 

Development Finance International (DFI). According to 

Arton Capital’s Passport Index 2020, India has been 

ranked 58th in the list of World’s Most Powerful 
Passports. New Zealand topped the list followed by Japan, 

Germany, Austria, Luxembourg, Switzerland, Ireland, 

South Korea and Australia in second place. Resonance 

Consultancy Ltd. is a Vancouver, Canada based company 

which has specialties in destination development, 

branding, marketing, design, tourism, data, and travel 

reports. It identifies cities that are most desirable for 

locals, visitors, and business people alike, rather than 

simply looking at livability or tourism appeal. 

 

51. Which city ranked topped among best cities around 

the world titled “2021 World’s Best Cities” by Resonance 
Consultancy Ltd and will replace with [1] in the above 

passage?                 

(a) Tokyo      (b) London                        

(c) Dubai      (d) Hong Kong 

 

52. Which among the following countries is known as 

“Land of Thousand Lakes”?                 

(a) Norway     (b) Finland        

(c) Sweden     (d) Estonia 

 

53. Which volcano is called the “Light pillar of 
Mediterranean Sea”?                                                  

(a) Mount Barbaro    (b) Mount Etna                                

(c) Strombli        (d) Mount Vesuvius 

 

54.  Which one of the following is the World’s largest city 
by population?                           

(a) Shanghai     (b) Tokyo                  

(c) London     (d) New York 

 

 55. Which is only city in India is listed in the ranking at 62 

in “2021 World’s Best Cities” by Resonance Consultancy 
Ltd and will replace with [2] in the above passage?                                  

(a) Bengaluru     (b) Mumbai                       

(c) Hyderabad     (d) New Delhi       

 

The 12th BRICS (Brazil-Russia-India-China-South Africa) 

Summit 2020 held virtually on  which was attended by 

heads of state of the five member states. The summit was 

hosted by ……………………….[1], President of Russia on the 
theme……………….[2] where India was represented by 
Prime Minister (PM) Narendra Modi. The virtual summit 

comes in the backdrop of the 75th Anniversary of the 

United Nations (UN) and amid COVID-19 pandemic. The 

meeting was originally scheduled to take place in Saint 

Petersburg, Russia from July 21 to 23, 2020, but was 

postponed due to COVID-19 outbreak. 

Importantly,…………………[1] announced the approval of 
the Moscow Declaration, the BRICS Anti-Terrorism 

Strategy and the BRICS updated strategy for the economic 

partnership until 2025. Two pillars of this year’s summit 
are the economy and counterterrorism. 

During the summit, discussions were held on intra-BRICS 

cooperation and on global key issues including the reform 

of the multilateral system, measures to mitigate the 

impact of the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic, cooperation in 

counter-terrorism, trade, health, energy and people to 

people exchanges. In 2021, BRICS will complete 15 years 
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therefore ‘sherpas’ can make a report to evaluate the 

various decisions taken by BRICS in the past years. 

Terrorism is the biggest problem facing the world today. 

India’s vaccine production and delivery capacity will work 
in the interest of humanity to tackle the COVID crisis. 

BRICS Business Council can make a plan to take the 

mutual business among the member nations to the target 

of USD 500 billion.  ………………….[3] is taking over the 
chairship of the BRICS, which would also be its third BRICS 

Presidency since its inception. …………………..[3] held the 
BRICS Chairship in 2012 and 2016. Therefore, it will be 

hosting the 13th BRICS Summit in 2021. 

 …………………………[4] Union Minister of State (IC) for 
Culture and Tourism represented India and addressed in 

5th BRICS Culture Ministers’ Meeting held through video 
conference under the Chairpersonship of Russian 

Federation.  Lok Sabha Speaker, Om Birla virtually 

addressed the Sixth BRICS Parliamentary Forum on the 

theme “BRICS partnership in the interest of global 
stability, general safety and innovative growth: 

parliamentary dimension”. 
 

56. Who is the present President of Russia who hosted 

The 12th BRICS Summit 2020 and will replace with [1] in 

the above passage?                                                                               

(a) Vladimir Lenin   (b) Vladimir Putin                              

(c) Dmitry Medvedev  (d) Georgy Malenkov 

 

57. When did the BRICS states signed the Agreement on 

the New Development Bank, which makes provisions for 

the legal basis of the bank?                                                                

(a) 2014     (b) 2013                                                      

(c) 2015     (d) 2012  

 

58. What was the theme of 12th summit of BRICS and will 

replace with [2] in the above passage?                                                                                                       

(a) BRICS : Economic growth for an innovative Future  

(b) BRICS: Stronger Partnership for a brighter Future  

(c) Global Stability, Shared Security and Innovative 

Growth    

(d) Building Responsive, Inclusive and collective Solutions 

 

59. Which country is taking over the chairmanship of the 

BRICS in 2021 and will replace with [3] in the above 

passage?                                                                                                     

(a) India      (b) Brazil                                      

(c) South Africa     (d) China 

 

60. Who is the present Union Minister of State (IC) for 

Culture and Tourism who represented India and 

addressed in 5th BRICS Culture Ministers’ and will replace 
with [4] in the above passage?                                                                                                                             

(a) Ravi Shankar Prasad    

(b) Kiren Rijiju                          

(c) Prakash Javedkar     

(d) Prahlad Singh Patel     

 

Music Composer ……………….[1] was appointed as the 
Ambassador for the British Academy of Film and 

Television Arts (BAFTA)’s Breakthrough initiative in India 
2020-21″. This initiative is supported by Netflix. He 
debuted as the Music Director in 1991 for the film “Roja” 
directed by Mani Ratnam. He secured the National award 

for best music composer for Roja, first time for a debutant 

to receive the honours. He has worked in various 

languages which includes, Tamil, Telugu, Hindi, English 

and Chinese. 

His noted works include, Bombay, Jodha Akbar, Couples 

Retreat, 127 Hours, Warriors of Heaven & Earth, Pele etc., 

……………………..[1] won 2 Academy Awards for Original 
score and original song in 2009 for the film “Slumdog 
Millionaire”. He also won the Golden Globes for Slumdog 

Millionaire in 2009 for best Original Score for which he 

also won the BAFTA Awards in 2009. Aim of the Initiative 

To identify, celebrate and support upto 5 talents working 

in Film, Televisions or Games in India. A jury of British and 

Indian industry experts will select the 5 talents across 

India to the mentoring and guidance programme of 1 

year. The participants of the initiative will receive one to 

one mentoring, global networking opportunities, free 

access to BAFTA events and screening for 12 months and 

full voting BAFTA membership. The British Academy of 

Film and Television Arts (BAFTA) is an independent charity 

that supports, develops and promotes the art forms of the 

moving image (film, television and games) in the United 

Kingdom. In addition to its annual awards ceremonies, 

BAFTA has an international programme of learning events 

and initiatives offering access to talent through 

workshops, scholarships, lectures and mentoring schemes 

in the United Kingdom and the United States.  

    

61. Which music composer was appointed as the 

Ambassador for the BAFTA’s Breakthrough initiative in 
India 2020-21″ and will replace with [1] in the above 
passage?                                                                                                    

(a) Javed Akhtar    (b) R.D Burman                        

(c) Lata Mangeshkar    (d) A.R Rahman   

 

62. Which of the following musical instruments is of 

Indian Origin?                                                       

(a) Guitar      (b) Drums                                          

(c) Piano      (d) Flute  

 

63. Which movie has won the “Best Movie” award in the 
BAFTA awards 2020?                             

(a) 1917         (b) Green Book                                

(c) Parasite     (d) Joker 

 

64. Who was the first musician to be felicitated with 

“Bharat Ratna”?                                                     

(a) Lata Mangeshkar    (b) M.S Subhulakshmi 

(c) Pt. Ravi Shankar    (d) Pt. Bhimsen Joshi 

 

65. The opening theme music of doordarshan was 

composed by which musician?                                      

(a) Kishor Kumar     

(b) Ud. Amjad Ali Khan                     

(c) Pt. Ravi Shankar     
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(d) Ud. Bismillah Khan  

 

According to Air Pollution Data released by United States 

(US) Air Quality Index 2020  …………….[1], Pakistan topped 
the list of World’s most Polluted Cities. It reported a 
Particulate Matter (PM) rating of 423 (Hazardous). New 

Delhi with a PM of 229 (very unhealthy) came Second 

followed by Nepal’s Kathmandu with a PM of 178 
(unhealthy). To reduce the pollution, Pakistan has sealed 

around 613 Brick Kilns, 2, 148 industries and seized 8, 578 

vehicles. According to AQI, the index between 0-50 is 

“Good”, 51-100 is “Moderate”, 101-150 is “Unhealthy for 
Sensitive Groups”, 151-200 is “Unhealthy”, 201-300 is 

“Very Unhealthy”, 301-Higher is “Hazardous”. The United 
States Environmental Protection Agency regards air 

quality satisfactory if the AQI is under 50. ………………[1] 
AQI fell in the range of 301 and higher, which has been 

classified as "hazardous". According to environmental 

experts and an earlier report by the Food and Agriculture 

Organisation, the cause of smog remains years-long 

pollution caused mostly by the transport sector and 

industries, and not just crop burning. Trans-boundary 

pollution is also not the main reason as the Met 

Department has confirmed that Punjab primarily 

experiences a westerly wave during winter. Out of the 162 

brick kilns still operating on the old technology, around 80 

were converted to zigzag recently, while work was under 

way on the others. Out of the 80 zigzag kilns, 30 have 

been newly built and the remaining converted. Brick kilns 

were shut down on November 7 till December 31. Even as 

the government claims to be cracking down on kilns, 

several of them were still operating, some even overnight. 

Air pollution consists of chemicals or particles in the air 

that can harm the health of humans, animals, and plants. 

It also damages buildings. Pollutants in the air take many 

forms. They can be gases, solid particles, or liquid 

droplets. Sulpur Dioxide and ……………….[2] particles in the 
air, can create acid rain when they mix with water and 

oxygen in the atmosphere. These air pollutants come 

mostly from coal-fired power plants and motor vehicles. 

 

66. Which city of Pakistan topped the list of World’s most 
Polluted Cities and will replace with [1] in the above 

passage?                                                                                         

(a) Islamabad     (b) Karachi                                       

(c) Lahore      (d) Multan 

 

67.   Which of the following statements is true about the 

Air Quality Index?               

(a) It indicates the colour of the air      

(b) It predicts ozone levels in your area                      

(c) It determines the intensity of sound and sound 

pollution.                                              

(d) It estimates air pollution mainly sulphur content in the 

air 

 

68. Which of the following agents is responsible for 

turning the Taj Mahal yellow?                

(a) Shulpur     (b) Chlorine                        

(c) Sulphur dioxide    (d) Nitrogen Dioxide 

 

69. Which city of Pakistan is called as the financial capital 

of Pakistan?                                

(a) Karachi     (b) Lahore                                          

(c) Rawalpindi     (d) Peshawar 

 

70. Which harmful particles along with sulphur dioxide 

can turn into acid when they mix with water and oxygen 

in the sky?                                                                                         

(a) Carbon Monoxide   (b) Nitrogen Oxide  

(c) Ozone       (d) Lead 

 

………………..[1] a teacher from Zilla Parishad Primary 
School, Paritewadi, Solapur district in Maharashtra, India 

won US $1 million annual Global Teacher Prize 2020. The 

Prize was founded by Varkey Foundation and organised in 

partnership with UNESCO(United Nations Educational, 

Scientific and Cultural Organisation). US$45,000 COVID 

Hero Award, supported by CVC Capital Partner was given 

to UK(United Kingdom)Maths teacher Jamie Frost. The 

Varkey Foundation launched a new Chegg.org Global 

Student Prize, a US$50,000 sister prize to the Global 

Teacher Prize. 

 ………………….[2] Brazilian Mathematician from the 
Institute for Pure and Applied Mathematics (IMPA), Rio de 

Janeiro, Brazil was named as the winner of Ramanujan 

Prize for Young Mathematicians 2020 from developing 

countries in a virtual ceremony.  She is the 1st non-Indian 

women mathematician to receive this prize. The Prize 

carries a cash award of USD 15,000. She won the prize for 

her outstanding work in algebraic geometry, especially in 

bilateral geometry, and in the theory of extremal rays. 

And also for her work in the Fano varieties’ study and 
classification and study of algebraic foliations. 

……………...[2] She is the vice president of the Committee 
for Women in Mathematics at the International 

Mathematical Union(IMU). She has been a Simons 

Associate at the Abdus Salam International Centre for 

Theoretical Physics (ICTP), since 2015.She has played a key 

role to promote women in mathematics. She won many 

awards including, the L’Oreal Award for Women in Science 
in Brazil in 2008. The Ramanujan Prize for young 

mathematicians from developing countries has been 

awarded annually since 2005. The prize is named after the 

Indian mathematician Srinivasa Ramanujan. It is funded 

by the Department of Science and Technology(DST) of the 

Government of India in association with ICTP and IMU. 

The prize is given to a young mathematician less 

than…………………….[3] years of age, who has conducted 
outstanding research in a developing country. 

 

71. Who won the  US $1 million annual Global Teacher 

Prize 2020  and will replace with [1] in the above passage?                    

(a) Abhishek Vilas Ingle    

(b) S.M Kulkarni   

(c) Ranjitsinh Disale     

(d) Vijay Kumar Bhamre 
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72. Who was the first Indian lady actress to receive the 

Padma Shri Awards?                                                     

(a) Smita Patil     (b) Nargis Dutt                                             

(c) Meena Kumari    (d) Madhubala   

 

73. Which Brazilian Mathematician was named as the 

winner of Ramanujan Prize for Young Mathematicians 

2020  and will replace with [2] in the above passage?                                        

(a) Dr. Carolina Araujo    

(b) Dr. Verdiana Masanja                                  

(c) Dr. Jocelyn Bell Burnell     

(d) Dr. Diane F. Halpern 

 

74. Who has calculated the circumference of the earth and 

considered the value of Pi= 22/7?  

(a) Archimedes     (b) John Machin                                     

(c) Aryabhatta     (d) Euclid 

 

75. What is the maximum age for Ramanujan Prize for 

Young Mathematician which has been given to Young 

Mathematicians every year for conducting outstanding 

research and will replace with [3] in the above passage ?  

(a) 30 Years     (b) 35 Years                                     

(c) 40 Years     (d) 45 Years       

 

The winners of the International Cricket Council(ICC) 

Awards of the Decade(2010-2020) were announced. In 

this, Indian Cricketer ………………[1] wins the Sir Garfield 
Sobers Award for ICC Male Cricketer of the Decade. He 

also won ICC Men’s ODI Cricketer of the Decade award.  

……………………….[2] won the ICC Spirit of Cricket Award of 
the Decade for calling back former England batter Ian Bell 

after a disputable runout at Trent Bridge Cricket ground, 

Nottinghamshire, England in 2011. …………………….[3] wins 
the Rachael Heyhoe-Flint Award for ICC Female Cricketer 

of the Decade. She also won ICC Women’s ODI Cricketer of 
the Decade award and ICC Women’s T20I Cricketer of the 
Decade award. This is the 1st time fans were allowed to 

vote for the ICC Awards of the decade. The performance 

period for the awards will be 1st January 2011 to 7th 

October 2020. With this award, ……………………..[2] 
becomes the 2nd Most individual ICC awards holder. ICC 

awards of the decade show was hosted by Alan Wilkins, a 

welsh cricket commentator and former English county 

cricketer.   The star sports show was hosted by Jatin 

Sapru, Indian TV sports journalist, television host, 

broadcaster and cricket commentator. ……………….[3] 
scored 4,349 runs with 4 centuries and took 213 wickets in 

all international cricket during the decade. These wickets 

taken by her are most wickets taken by any player.  

……………………[4] wins the ICC Men’s Test Cricketer of the 
decade while Rashid khan of Afghanistan wins the ICC 

Men’s T20 International Cricketer of the decade. A unique 
artwork created in a collaboration between the ICC, 

Mumbai-based studio Kulture Shop and Indian artist 

Pratap Chalke, will be given to the individual award 

winners. ICC awards of the decade recognises the best 

players across Cricket over the past 10 years. It is a one-off 

edition of the annual awards programme.  

76. Which Indian Cricketer won the Sir Garfield Sobers 

Award for ICC Male Cricketer of the Decade and will 

replace with [1] in the above passage?                                                   

(a) Rohit Sharma    (b) Virat Kohli   

(c) M.S Dhoni     (d) Sachin Tendulkar  

 

77. Which Cricketer won the ICC Spirit of Cricket Award of 

the Decade and will replace with [2] in the above passage? 

(a) Sachin Tendulkar    (b) M.S Dhoni                           

(c) Virat Kohli     (d) AB de Villiers 

 

78. Who is the current Chairman of the International 

Cricket Council (ICC) ?                                             

(a) Shashank Manohar   (b) Greg Barclay                    

(c) Manu Sawhney    (d) Saurabh Ganguly 

 

79. Which Cricketer won the Rachael Heyhoe-Flint Award 

for ICC Female Cricketer of the Decade and will replace 

with [3] in the above passage?                                                 

(a) Ellyse Perry     (b) Sana Mir                                

(c) Jhulan Goswami    (d) Smriti Mandhana  

 

80. Which cricketer won the ICC Men’s Test Cricketer of 
the decade and will replace with [4] in the above passage? 

(a) Virat Kohli     (b) Joe Root                        

(c) Steve Smith     (d) David Warner   

  

Nepal and China jointly announced that “8848.86 metres” 
is the revised height of World’s Highest 
Peak………………….[1]. The revised height of peak is 86 
centimetres more than the previous measure done in 

1954 by Survey of India (8,848 metres).The decision to re-

measure the peak was taken due to many reasons, one of 

the reasons was the 2015 Nepal Earthquake. In 2019 

during Chinese President…………………[2] Nepal visit, both 
countries decided to jointly measure and announce the 

height of the world’s tallest peak..“Sagarmatha” is the 
Nepali name for ……………….[1], whereas it is called 
“Chomolungma” or “Qomolangma”in Tibetian and 
“Qomolangma Feng” in Chinese. It is a peak in the 
Himalayan Mountain Range and is located in the 

Mahalangur Himal Sub-range of Himalayas. Himalayas 

covers around 2400 Kms and passes through India, 

Pakistan, Afghanistan, China, Bhutan and Nepal. The first 

recorded efforts to reach peak summit were made by 

British mountaineers. As Nepali did not allow foreigners 

to enter the country at the time, the British made several 

attempts on the north ridge route from the Tibetan side. 

Tenzing Norgay and ……………….[3] made the first official 
ascent of ……………………..[1] in 1953, using the southest 

ridge route. Norgay had reached 8,595m (28,199ft) the 

previous year as a member of the 1952 Swiss expedition. 

Although lower mountains have longer or steeper climbs, 

……………..[1] is so high the jet stream can hit it. Climbers 
can be faced with winds beyond 320 km/h when the 

weather shifts. At certain times of the year the jet stream 

shifts north, providing periods of relative calm at the 

mountain. Other dangers include blizzards and 
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avalanches. By 2013, The Himalayan Database recorded 

6,871 summits by 4,042 different people.  

 

81. What is the name of World’s Highest peak whose 
revised height is 8848.86m and will replace with [1] in the 

above passage?                                                  

(a) Godwin Austen    (b) Himalayas                                               

(c) Kangchenjunga    (d) Mount Everest   

    

82. Which of the following glacier is located where the 

Line of Control between India and Pakistan ends?                                                                                                    

(a) Hispar      (b) Siachin   

(c)  Baltoro     (d) Kargil 

 

83. Who is the present president of China who visited 

Nepal in 2019 and will replace with [2] in the above 

passage?                                                                                      

(a) Li Keqiang     (b) Xi Jinping           

(c) Peng Liyuan     (d) O.P Oli 

 

84.  The Nanda Devi which is a part of the Greater 

Himalayas is located in which of the following state?             

(a) Jammu & Kashmir   (b)Himachal Pradesh  

(c) Uttrakhand     (d) Sikkim  

 

85. Who along with Tenzing Norgay made the first official 

ascent of world’s highest peak in 1953, using the southest 
ridge route and will replace with [3] in the above passage?  

(a) Edmund Hilary      (b) Adolf Reist   

(c) Sonam Gyatso    (d) Ang Kami Sherpa 

  

Finance Minister of India,…………………….[1] made it to the 
World’s 100 most powerful women 2020 list announced in 
the 17th annual Forbes power list. This is the second time 

she features in the list, in 2019 she ranked at 34 and In 

2020, she was ranked 41st position. India’s leading 
Business women, ……………………[2], Chairman of Biocon 
Limited also featured in the list at 68th position. The list 

also saw the biggest jump in ranking to 3rd position by 

Kamala Harris, Vice President Elect of USA, and Prime 

Minister of Bangladesh, ………………………..[3] is ranked at 
39. Since 2009 the business magazine, forbes had 

compiled an annual list of the world’s most powerful 
people. Slots are allocated based on the amount of human 

and financial resources that they have sway over, as well 

as their influence on world events. Forbes is an American 

business magazine owned by integrated Whale Media 

Investments and the Forbes family. Published eight times 

a year, it features original articles on finance, industry, 

investing and marketing topics. Forbes also reports on 

related subjects such as technology, communications, 

science, politics, and law. Its headquarters is located in 

Jersey City, New Jersey. Primary competitors in the 

national business magazine category include Fortune and 

Bloomberg Businessweek. Forbes has an international 

edition in Asia as well as editions produced produced 

under license in 27 countries and regions worldwide. The 

magazine is well known for its lists and rankings, including 

of the richest Amercians, world’s Most powerful people 

and world’s Billionaires. The motto of forbes magazine is 
“Change the world”    
 

86. Who is the present Union finance minister who was 

ranked 41st position in the World’s 100 most powerful 
women 2020 list and will replace with [1] in the above 

passage?               

(a) Smriti Irani    (b) Sonia Gandhi                        

(c) Nirmala Sitharaman  (d) Harsimrat Kaur Badal 

 

87. Who is the most powerful person in the world in 2020 

according to the Forbes magazine?  

(a) Vladmir Putin   (b) Xi Jinping                                      

(c) Donald Trump   (d) Joe Biden 

 

88. Which Indian Business woman and Chairman of Biocon 

who ranked 68th position in the World’s 100 most 
powerful women 2020 list and will replace with [2] in the 

above passage?  

(a) Indira Nooyi    (b) Roshni Nadar                                

(c) Kiran Mazumdar Shaw   (d) Nita Ambani 

 

89. Who was the first woman who became the speaker of 

Lok Sabha in India ?                            

(a) Mrs. Sarojini Naidu   (b) Leila Seth                        

(c) Meira Kumar    (d) Sumitra Mahajan  

 

90. Who is the present Prime Minister of Bangladesh who 

ranked 39th position in the World’s 100 most powerful 

women 2020 list and will replace with [3] in the above 

passage?  

(a) Sheikh Hasina    (b) Benazir Bhutto  

(c) Khaleda Zia     (d) Tansu Ciller  

  

Indian Union Territories region,…………………….[1] becomes 
India’s first 100% organic Union Territory in the country, 

and second in the country only after …………………..[2]. This 
comes after the UT received proper certifications and 

declarations under the Centre’s Paramparagat Krishi Vikas 
Yojana (organic farming improvement programme). 

Synthetic chemical usage has stopped completely since 

2005. Majority of the UT has already got certified under 

the National Programme for Organic Production 

(NPOP)since 2011. Entire 32 kms land is categorised under 

organic area. Opportunities for Women– 150 self-help 

groups will work to increase exports of products like virgin 

coconut oil, tuna pickles, and jaggery.  The government 

notification reads as The Ministry of Agriculture has 

declared ………………[1] as India’s first Union Territory to 
become 100 percent organic. All farming activity in the 

Union Territory is carried out without the use of synthetic 

fertilisers and pesticides, which provides access to safer 

food choices and making agriculture a more 

environmental-friendly activity. Earlier, the UT 

administration had imposed a formal uniform ban on sale, 

use and entry of synthetic chemicals for agriculture 

purposes from October 2017 onwards to make the islands 

a chemical-free zone. Benefits of Organic farming are 

better marketing of organic products such as desiccated 
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coconut and coconut milk, The organic tag will allow 

farmers to realize a premium for the farm produce. The 

island’s coconut farmers are also expected to benefit from 
the Union government’s ‘One District One Product’ 
programme of food processing. Under it the entire island 

is being considered as a single district and coconut oil has 

been identified as the product. According to FSSAI, 

’organic farming’ is a system of farm design and 
management to create an ecosystem of agriculture 

production without the use of synthetic external inputs 

such as chemical fertilisers, pesticides and synthetic 

hormones or genetically modified organisms. 

 

91. Which Union Territory of India becomes India’s first 
100% organic Union Territory in the country and will 

replace with [1] in the above passage ?                                              

(a) Lakshadweep            (b) Puducherry                                    

(c) Andaman & Nicobar  (d) Dadar & Nagar Haveli 

 

92. Which of the following statements is not correct?                                                                           

(a)  India currently does not have any acquired state?                                                                     

(b) Union Territory is the area which is directly under the 

control of Central Government (c) Delhi has been known 

as “ National Capital Region” since 1992                                                  
(d) The Andaman and Nicobar islands come under the 

jurisdiction of the “Madras High Court”        
   

93. Which of the following Union Territory’s MLAs do not 
participate in the election of the president of India?                                                                                                          

(a) Lakshadweep    (b) Chandigarh                                   

(c) Puducherry     (d) Both A & B         

 

94. Which state of India became the India’s first 100% 
organic state in the country and will replace with [2] in the 

above passage?                                                                                        

(a) Goa      (b) Sikkim                                                      

(c) Manipur     (d) Arunachal Pradesh 

 

95. Which of the following is not true about for pulses?                                                                              

(a) Pulses are grown in both rabi and Kharif season                                                       

(b) Pulses are leguminous crops                                                                                        

(c) They are grown in rotation with other crops                                                                       

(d) Pulses require intensive irrigation facilities.   

  

……………………[1], the founder and CEO of MDH Masala 
India’s famous spices company, dies at the age of 97 due 
to cardiac arrest in New Delhi. The pioneer of the ready to 

use ground spices, also called as “King of Spice” was 
awarded India’s third highest civilian award “Padma 
Bhushan” in 2019. He was Born on March 27,1923, in 
Sialkot, Punjab in present day Pakistan. He Started a small 

business on mirrors with his father in 1937. Tried multiple 

businesses, then joined his father’s spices business, 
“Mahashian Di Hatti”. He Returned to India after partition 
in September 1947. Restarted his family business of 

ground spices, Mahashian Di Hatti (MDH) Spices in 1959. 

In 2020, the company produces 50 varieties of spices, with 

a net income of 450 crore.  From there, he built the entire 

group to one of India's leading spices manufacturers 

expanding to 15 factories. Speaking to The Economic 

Times last year, he said, "My motivation to work is being 

sincere in product quality sold at affordable prices. And 

nearly 90% of my salary goes to charity in my personal 

capacity." At the age of 94, …………………[1] was the highest 
paid Fast Moving Consumer Goods (FMCG) CEO in India in 

2017. He took home over ₹21 crore as salary last fiscal. 

Two years later, on March 16, 2019, the 14th President of 

India Shri Ram Nath Kovind conferred the Padma Bhushan 

award for Trade & Industry.  

…………………[2], a veteran congress leader who twice 

served the Chief Minister of Madhya Pradesh, passed 

away at the age of 93 in a private hospital in Delhi. He 

died to post COVID-19 complications. He was born on 20th 

Dec 1927 in Nimbi Jodha, near Jodhpur, Rajasthan. 

…………………..[1] became the 13th Chief Minister of 

Madhya Pradesh in 1985 and held office till Dec 1989. He 

served as the member of Rajya Sabha from Chhattisgarh 

for 4 terms from 10th April 2002 to April 2020. He also 

served as the Governor of Uttar Pradesh between 1993 

and 1996 in the post 1992 Babri Masjid demolition era. 

 

96. Who was the founder and CEO of MDH Masala India’s 
famous spices company who passed away recently and 

will replace with [1] in the above passage?                           

(a) Maharishi Chunni Lal    

(b) Mahasay Pal Jain   

(c) Mahashay Dharampal Gulati  

(d) Ashok Kumar Ahuja 

 

97. Name the administrator of the Union Territory of 

Lakshadweep and former chief of Intelligence Bureau who 

passed away recently?                                                               

(a) Manoj Pandey    (b) Abhay Bharadwaj 

(c) Dineshwar Sharma   (d) Anjani Singh 

 

98. Name the eminent Aerospace scientist, Padma 

Bhushan and Vibhushan awardee who passed away 

recently?                                                                                                    

(a) Roddam Narasimha   (b) Rajiv Bhalla                       

(c) I.S Chahal     (d) Sudhir Bhargava 

 

99. Name the Indian Bollywood Lyricist and Urdu poet 

who had died recently ?                                                                                   

(a)  Javed Akhtar    (b) Rahat Indori  

(c) Gulzar      (d) Mirza Ghalib 

 

100. Name the veteran congress leader who twice served 

the Chief Minister of Madhya Pradesh passed away 

recently ?                                                                                       

(a) Digvijay Singh    (b) Motilal Vora                       

(c) Raghuvansh Prasad Singh  (d) Jaswant Singh  
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              Answer Key 

 

1. B 22. B 43. D 64. B 85. A 

2. A 23. B 44. B 65. C 86. C 

3. C 24. C 45. A 66. C 87. B 

4. A 25. C 46. A 67. B 88. C 

5. B 26. D 47. A 68. C 89. C 

6. A 27. A 48. B 69. A 90. B 

7. C 28. B 49. A 70. B 91. A 

8. B 29. C 50. C 71. C 92. D 

9. A 30. D 51. B 72. B 93. D 

10. C 31. A 52. B 73. A 94. B 

11. C 32. C 53. C 74. C 95. D 

12. D 33. A 54. B 75. D 96. C 

13. B 34. B 55. D 76. B 97. C 

14. A 35. D 56. B 77. B 98. A 

15. C 36. B 57. A 78. B 99. B 

16. B 37. B 58. C 79. A 100. B 

17. A 38. C 59. A 80. C  

18. C 39. B 60. D 81. D  

19. D 40. A 61. D 82. B  

20. A 41. B 62. D 83. B  

21. D 42. A 63. A 84. C  
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